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Discourtesy
Dr. Nunglekpam Premi Devi

Independent Scholar

Some may say ‘everything’s’ good’
‘Everything’s okay, everything so loves’,
She wonders much ‘thinking’ of ‘his’ kind activism;
Not wrong enough ‘when she says it’s a sort of essence’!
Fight on me and piss me off! Crazy unstable,
Rule over me and command over me! His strong caliber,
Argue after argue; spitting and shouting;
No topic so necessarily good and accepted;
No statement so essential review;
Ah! His superiority, his own enemy;
So challenging and so undoing;
Pity that ‘he’ fights over dominance;
Pity that ‘he’ sways ‘her’ so nobble controlling;
No adjustment can be so strong lasting;
Man, oh man! You’re stealing thy show;
Rumbling and crashing; your purity so weak;
 She awes ‘his’ admiration so erroneously foul.

Living’s too difficult, oh! It’s like surviving;
Quantum’s of debates; and quantum’s of consideration;
‘Houte’, ‘chaningde’, ‘leite’, ‘si kadaideino’?
‘chat khro chatlo’, ‘yeng ningde’, ‘nasak tuga’, ‘kaou ra’,
‘His’ words too sharpening; edging and perfecting;
As if ‘she’ kneels down, bowing and looping;
Feeling so sorry ‘she’ knew not what bounds ‘rules’?
Her clarity dampening; her image so ugly;
Man, oh man! Your hands so rude impolite;
Scattering and chasing, throwing and bowling;
She works as if ‘he’ knew not any longer;
She cooks as if ‘he’ knew no battles available;
She serves as if ‘he’ knew no benefits tired;
No manners shown a fancy proud;
No styles shown a technical;
Heated and furious; your purity so weak;
She awes ‘his’ admiration so erroneously foul.

She’s tired and she’s afraid;
No love could bind that so easily;
Well said intellectuals; he paws down ‘her’ under;
So violent and lively; she feels no pains;
She feels so deadly alive; no bed roses of bed;
No sheets softer to those tempests;
Forcing and weighing; sounding and authorizing;
Propelling and expelling; pressurizing and compelling;
What the man! What the muscle!
‘He’ rules as he thought; ‘he’ won as his impact;
Never the kind so hearted; ‘she’ laughs within;
‘She’ judges ‘his’ instincts’ not so mankind;
Those words! So piercing so intimidating;
‘Yadaba yaroi’, ‘Kanada touhandoino?’
Terrifying and threatening; your purity so weak;
She awes ‘his’ admiration so erroneously foul.

Courtesy The Wire

In January 2019,  Facebook
made public its blueprint for an
independent ‘content oversight
board’ – a high-level committee
tasked with the oversight of the
social media giant’s content
moderation decisions.
The boa rd,  fr ame d as an
appeals court from decisions of
the company’s operational side,
will have the unenviable task
of adjudicating and informing
how Facebook regulates the
online habits of 2.3 billion
users. 
This decision is significant for
a number of reasons – not just
in that it will affect a user-base
that is roughly a third of the
world’s population – but also
for potentially bringing about a
paradigm shift in the operation
of the online governance of
speech, a notoriously secretive
and unaccountable process.
It has even been referred to as
Facebook’s ‘constitutional
moment’.  It  is  cr ucial to
examine what this decision
portends for the future of online
speech in India, and globally.
How FB sets global rules for
speech
Fa cebook  pr esent ly takes
decisions regarding third-party
content through a patchwork
of policy formulations, including
bo th  it s pub lic  fa cing
‘community standards’, which
vaguely define its contours of
permissible speech, as well as
more confidential and intricate
rules which deal with content
in more specificity, including
within nationa l a nd loc al
contexts.
At a more practical level, the
daily task of applying the rules,
identifying and deciding to
retain or remove disputed posts
is delegated to thousands of
human workers, or, in some
cases, to automated systems.
The human moderators are
provided minimal training and
low pay, and due to vaguely
formulated rules, must take
decisions on content based on
subjective considerations.
Both the process of formulating
its content rules, as well as
enforcing them, are opaque,
er ror -pr one and  la ck
meaningful ac countability.
Facebook’s ‘global’ rules and
policies on content indicate a
distinct  be nt towards the
American  fre e spee ch
traditions and ignorance of
social, political and cultural
realities elsewhere, including in
India ,  its sec ond-la rge st
market.
A recent study by Equality
Labs documents Facebook’s
fa ilu re  to  consiste nt ly or
effec tively  moder ate  ha te
speec h tar geted against
minorities in India, indicating
the company’s unwillingness or
inability to grapple with harmful
content which is outside of its
own cultural and legal context.
Le ake d docume nts ,  for
example,  suggest  that
Facebook asks its moderators

What Does Facebook’s ‘Supreme Court’
Mean for the Future of Online Speech?
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to vet content from India on
grounds of ‘hurting religious
sentiment’ – a vague standard
which can pave the way for
censorship. 
The arbitrariness and opacity is
further compounded by the
vagaries of the Indian legal
system, where few practical
legal avenues are available for
individuals, both to request
social media companies to
remove content, or to challenge
their actions in taking down,
blocking, or censoring content.
In a situation where the online
habits of millions of Indians are
in effect governed largely by
the private rules and practices
of Facebook, its decision to
po ten tia lly  over hau l its
governance practices assumes
even greater significance.
Facebook’s proposal will divest
limited power over content
mode ration  decis ions to a
proposed Oversight Board, a
40-member panel ( initially
chosen by Facebook), which
will scrutinise the company’s
own commitment to its internal
rules and adjudicate whether
they were correctly applied.
The announcement comes in
the wake of increasing criticism
at this opacity and discomfort
at  the amount o f power
exercised by the company over
conversations often involving
the world’s most politically
sensitive issues.
The social media giant has also
faced criticism for its handling
of content moderation decisions
ranging from the takedown of
violent live streaming videos
such as the  Christc hur ch
shooting, or the removal of
conte nt deemed to be
‘c oor dinate d ina uthent ic
behaviour’ (or ‘fake news’ in
general parlance) during the
India n e lec tions.  In  th is
atmosphere of distrust, the last
two years have also seen an
exponential increase in political
efforts to exercise greater
control over the governance of
on line c onten t –  fr om
Singapore’s law for curbing
‘fake  ne ws’ ,  to immine nt
efforts in India to automatically
filter ‘unlawful’ speech. 
Under attack from all fronts,
the proposal can be seen as an
attempt to allay fears that
Fa cebook is a cting in  a
motivated manner, detrimental
to the interests of its users, as
well as an acknowledgement
that the freedom of expression
of such a large public forum
should not be governed by a
monolithic, for-profit, US-based
corporation.
Will Facebook’s ‘Supreme
Court’ solve its crisis? 
The acknowle dge ment by
Facebook that it exercises too
much undemocratic  control
over the online expression of
billions of users is in itself
unprecedented,  let alone its
decision to outsource some of
this power to an ‘independent’
a uthor ity.  Fa c ebook ,  and
similar social media platforms,
have long shunne d
responsibility for third-party
conte nt,  a  status tha t has
entitled them to significant legal
protection as well as freedom
from public scrutiny of their
r ole in gover n ing online
speech.
A departure from this position
is an acceptance of what has
been known for some time now
– that social media companies

ar e the primar y a cto rs in
structuring and moderating
online  spee c h,  and
consequently responsible for
privately shaping public and
private d isc our se  a t  a n
unprecedented scale. We must
be wary of how this power is
exercised and what it means
for the free expression of
societies and individuals to be
sub jec t to the  whims  of
una cc ounta b le  p r ivate
corporations.
As a r ec en t  c or por ate
accountability index which
s tudie s online  fr ee dom
indicates, most major online
platforms continue to be non-
transparent and unaccountable
towards their users and shun
r esponsib ility  towa rds
fos ter ing bo th  fr ee  and
equitable online communities.
Divesting this enormous power
to an independent board has
bee n  c ompar e d to a
‘constitutional’  moment for
Facebook, where it attempts to
create a political structure
distinct from its commercial
a nd  oper at iona l mot ives .
Indeed, Facebook’s Oversight
Board has been compared to
a Supreme Court within a
constitutional system, which
separ a te s  a n e xe c ut ive
system from the power of its
own oversight. 
Yet ,  from the  limite d
information released about the
content oversight board so far,
there remain some important
and uncomfortable questions
regarding the true impact of
this board.
Fir st,  while the p roposals
repeatedly insist upon the
ove rs igh t  boa r d’s
independence from Facebook,
the body will necessarily be
nested within the company’s
corporate structure, and will
be beholden to the same. In
the event of a conflict between
the board’s independence and
the  c ompany’s  p r imar y
obligation to its shareholders,
the latter would necessarily
prevail as a  matter of law,
which casts uncertainty on the
claims that the decisions of the
body will remain independent
of Facebook’s commercial
motives.
Second, the proposal does not
go far enough to remedy the
proble ms Fa ce book ha s
ide nt ified .  For one ,  the
structure of the Board does
no t ta ke into  ac count the
incompr ehensible sc ale of
Facebook’s speech regulation

– the 40-member panel (one
member per 57 million users)
can hardly keep track of tens
of thousands of decisions made
daily, let alone parse the varied
conte xts  in  whic h the
expression is taking place.
Moreover, the company has
indicated that, while the Board
may bind itself to precedent, it
will not  direc tly influe nce
company policy such as the
‘community standards’. This is
a serious restriction on the
scope of the Board. 
Finally, a single Board will likely
be insufficient to incorporate
more diverse opinions and
conte xts  in to its  conte nt
moderation practices. While
Facebook has indicated that
board members will represent
the ‘ ent ire Fac ebook
community’ and not specific
constituencies, it is unclear how
meaningful representation will
work out in practice, and on
what grounds the membership
of the board is expected to be
built.
Focusing on concerns of the
‘entire community’ could once
again belie an ignorance of
community and context-specific
concerns, and could weaken its
commitme nt to  diver sity,
particularly when the large bulk
of its user base and revenue is
likely to come from countries
like India and Bangladesh. 
Establishing and enforcing
global standards for speech is
an enormously complicated and
difficult issue, and we should not
expect Facebook to bear the
en tir ety  of the burden of
maintaining a free and equitable
online community. Facebook’s
effor ts  towar ds gr eater
independent stewardship of
speech regulation should be
lauded to the extent that it
reckons with Silicon Valley’s
enormous and undemocratic
political power, and other large
firms would do well to follow
this example and abandon their
hubris on matters of speech
regulation.
Meaningful reform, however,
will ha ve to  stem fr om
de moc rat ic  politic al
communities. Their institutions
must be up to  the  task  of
framing the appropriate rules
and conditions to temper the
power of private platforms and
introduce transparency and
accountability for the future of
online speech.
Di vi j  Joshi  i s  a research
fellow at the Vidhi Centre for
Legal Policy, Bengaluru.
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Great Britain as well as France
exper ienced a flowering of
creative imagination  in the
1880s and  ’90s.  Li terary
landmarks of  the per iod
included such innovative works
as Robert Louis Stevenson’s
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde (1886) and H.G.
Wells’s phenomenal trio of The
Time Ma chine  (1895) ,  Th e
Invisible Man (1897), and The
War of the Worlds (1898). Never
before had fantastic events of
seeming scientific plausibility
erupted right in the midst of
humdrum daily life.  These
works used  the worldview
presented  by science to  rip
aggressively at the fabric of
Victorian reality. As the 20th
centur y dawned,  m any of
science fiction’s most common
themes—space travel,  time
travel, utopias and dystopias,
and  encounters with  alien
beings—bor e British
postmarks.
The technophilic tenor of the
times, as well as 19th-century
laissez-faire capitalism, also
inspired a reaction from those
who longed for a return to a
preindu str ial life.  William

Classic British science fiction
Morris’s News from  Nowhere
(1890) envisioned a 21st-century
pastoral utopia that combined the
author’s socialist theories with the
lucid and placid values of the 14th
century.  While some cr itics
d ismissed  Morris’s work as a
communist tract,  C.S .  Lewis
praised its style and language.
Indeed, Lewis, Lord Dunsany, E.R.
Eddison, J.R.R.  Tolkien, and a
growing host of imitators imbued
pastoral settings with heroic and
mythic elements, often borrowing
from a Christian ethos. Examples
of this type of work existed even
across the Atlantic, notably in two
novels by William Dean Howells,
the dean  of  late 19th-century
American letters. In Howells’s A
Traveler from Altruria (1894) and
Through the Eye of the Needle
(1907), he described Altruria, a
utopian world that combined the
foundations of Christianity and
the U.S. Constitution to produce
an “ethical socialism” by which
society  was guided .  Though
heroic fan tasy rema ined  a
minority taste in  Britain  and
elsewhere for  many decades,
during the second half of the 20th
century,  it began  to  dominate
bookstore shelves and book clubs
(see Science fiction after World
War II).


